Experimental investigation of the effect of classical noise on quantum non-Markovian dynamics
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We provide an experimental study of the relationship between the action of different classical noises on the dephasing dynamics of a two-level system and the non-Markovianity of the quantum dynamics. The two-level system is encoded in the photonic polarization degrees of freedom and the action of the noise is obtained via a spatial light modulator, thus allowing for an easy engineering of different random environments. The quantum non-Markovianity of the dynamics driven by classical Markovian and non-Markovian noise, both Gaussian and non-Gaussian, is studied by means of the trace distance. Our study clearly shows the different nature of the notion of non-Markovian classical process and non-Markovian quantum dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of quantum non-Markovian processes has recently attracted a lot of attention: besides its conceptual interest it might open the way to obtain improved performances in quantum thermodynamics [1], higher sensitivities in quantum metrology [2,3], and techniques for complex quantum systems probing [4]. A natural and intriguing question is the relationship between the proposed notions of quantum non-Markovian dynamics (see Refs. [5–7] for reviews) and the classical notion of memoryless or Markovian process. This parallel has been the object of different theoretical studies [8–13] and has indeed provided the motivation for one of the first approaches to the problem [14].

In this paper we address this question from a new viewpoint, relying on the experimental realization of quantum dynamics depending on a classical random process. In such a way we relate a classical input with a quantum output and investigate the features of the latter with respect to the former. To this aim we need to generate a wide variety of classical processes with known features. We perform this task by obtaining such stochastic processes as a solution of suitable stochastic differential equations, so that we can obtain both Gaussian and non-Gaussian, Markovian and non-Markovian classical processes.

The experimental implementation is based on a quantum optics setup which allows us to engineer in a controlled way a dephasing dynamics determined by a classical stochastic process, which affects the polarization degrees of freedom of photons. A suitable configuration allows us to address in parallel a high number of realizations of the process and average them automatically in the detection stage.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we introduce the model of the system and the environment used to relate a classical input with a quantum output. In Sec. III we discuss how to generate classical noise with known features. We introduce the experimental setup in Sec. IV and discuss the results obtained in Sec. V. We draw our conclusions and final remarks in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL

A. Evolution map

To investigate by means of experiment how the different hallmarks of classical noise, such as being Gaussian or Markovian, affect the features of quantum dynamics, especially in view of the property of non-Markovianity, we consider the following simple but versatile model: The Hamiltonian describing the time evolution of the system is given by

\[ H(t) = X(t)\hbar\omega_0\sigma_z, \]

where \( X(t) \) denotes a classical stochastic process with independent increments, describing the effect of the environmental noise on the two-level system of interest, and \( \omega_0 \) denotes the natural energy splitting of the two-level system, fixing scale and dimensions. The time evolution operator determining the effect of each single realization of the noise reads

\[ U(t, 0) = e^{-i\omega_0\sigma_z \int_0^t dX(\tau)}, \]

so that, upon averaging over the environmental influence, one obtains for the reduced system dynamics

\[ \rho_S(t) = \Lambda(t)[\rho_S(0)] = \mathbb{E}[U(t, 0)\rho_S(0)U(t, 0)^\dagger], \]

where \( \mathbb{E}[\cdot] \) denotes the expectation value over the sample space of the noise. We are interested in investigating the behavior of \( \rho_S(t) \) in its dependence from the noise \( X(t) \).

To this aim we denote by

\[ \mathcal{X}(t) = \int_0^t d\tau X(\tau) \]

the integral over time of the stochastic process, leading to

\[ U(t, 0) = \text{diag}(e^{-i\omega_0\mathcal{X}(t)/2}, e^{i\omega_0\mathcal{X}(t)/2}), \]

so that the reduced system dynamics is fully captured by the transformation of the
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off-diagonal matrix element

\[ \rho_{5}^{10}(0) \rightarrow \rho_{5}^{10}(0)E[\exp(-2i\omega_{0}X(t))]. \tag{3} \]

This simple description allows for a high experimental freedom in the implementation of the environmental noise and a unique characterization of non-Markovianity of the ensuing quantum dynamics. Indeed the evolution corresponds to a pure dephasing dynamics, for which all definitions of quantum non-Markovianity coincide [5–7], so that a clear-cut signature of quantum memory effects can be provided. In such a way the considered model well serves the purpose of exploring the effects of different classical noises on a quantum dynamics.

B. Features of quantum dynamics

The signature of the quantum dynamics that we want to address, in its dependence on the noise describing the effect of the environment, is its non-Markovianity. In the model considered, once we fix the noise acting in the Hamiltonian, we obtain a quantum dynamics which, while being given by a unitary transformation for each fixed realization of the noise, provides a time-dependent collection of completely positive trace preserving maps upon averaging over the noise. This collection of maps describes a stochastic quantum dynamics, which would generally arise as a consequence of the interaction with a suitable quantum environment. Indeed, as has been recently considered, any classical average can be seen to arise from a microscopic description with ancillary quantum degrees of freedom initialized in a classical state [15]. In this respect the obtained dynamics provides a well-defined reduced quantum dynamics whose features can be studied in view of the relationship between the properties of the input noise and the features of the output maps. As a figure of merit we consider the non-Markovianity of the ensuing quantum dynamics as characterized by the behavior in time of the trace distance between two initially distinct system states. This viewpoint was first introduced in Refs. [16,17] and connected to a notion of information exchange between system and environment. In particular, it is important to stress that this physical intuition remains confirmed even if the map, as in this case, is obtained upon averaging with respect to a classical label. This is an important issue, which has been the object of different investigations [15,18,19]. For the present simple model, as already stressed, essentially all proposed definitions of non-Markovianity coincide [6] since the dynamics is captured by the transformation (3). The natural quantifier of non-Markovianity for this class of models is therefore the behavior of the quantity

\[ D(X(t)) = |E[\exp(-2i\omega_{0}X(t))]|. \tag{4} \]

which describes the dephasing effect of the environmental noise on the system dynamics. In the trace-distance formalism this estimator is obtained considering a pair of states which maximize the possible revivals of the considered quantity. A monotonic decrease in time of this quantity corresponds to a Markovian dynamics, while a non-Markovian dynamics is obtained if revivals in time appear.

III. CLASSICAL NOISE GENERATION

In considering classical stochastic processes, two classes stand out in their relevance for applications and theoretical treatments; namely, Gaussian and Markovian processes. In both cases a relatively simple description applies, at variance with the case of a generic process. As a matter of fact, while in the general case a description of the process calls for knowledge of all its correlation functions, fixing the probability for given outcomes of the random variable at given times, in the case of Gaussian and Markovian processes a drastic simplification applies. A Gaussian process is in fact fixed by first and second moments only, while a Markovian process is determined by initial probability distribution and transition probability [20]. It is therefore of interest to explore the effect of noise on a quantum dynamics classifying the classical noises with respect to these two distinctive features.

To the aim of generating in a simple way these different types of noise we consider as a starting point two Markovian processes whose realizations can be easily simulated. Our starting tools are therefore Wiener and random telegraph noise, both Markovian: Gaussian the former, non-Gaussian the latter. Stochastic processes \( X(t) \) with different features can be used in the dynamics given by Eq. (1) will be obtained as solution of stochastic differential equations with different input noises.

As Markovian Gaussian process we consider an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process \( X_{\text{OU}}(t) \) with friction coefficient \( \gamma \) and diffusion constant \( \sigma \), which can be obtained as solution of a linear stochastic differential equation driven by Wiener noise. We will further denote as \( X_{\text{RTN}}(t) \) a random telegraph noise with switching rate \( \gamma \) and step one, whose realizations therefore jump from plus to minus one according to a Poisson process with rate \( \gamma \). Such a process is still Markovian, but its probability density is not in Gaussian form. Using the realization of these processes as input noise we can obtain noise with different features.

Let us first consider the equation

\[ dY(t) = -\kappa Y(t)dt + dX_{\text{OU}}(t), \tag{5} \]

with \( \kappa \) being a positive rate. The process \( Y(t) \) is still Gaussian due to linearity of the equation but non-Markovian, since its determination requires the knowledge of \( X_{\text{OU}}(t) \) up to time \( t \) [21,22]. Using the same strategy we can obtain the increments of a process which is neither Gaussian nor Markovian by considering the stochastic differential equation

\[ dZ(t) = -\mu Z(t)dt + dX_{\text{RTN}}(t), \tag{6} \]

with \( \mu \) being a positive rate. Using as seeds Wiener and random telegraph noise we are thus able to generate via the stochastic differential equations given by Eqs. (5) and (6), increments of stochastic processes which share or lack the distinct features of Gaussianity and Markovianity according to the corresponding well-established classical definitions.

To estimate the effect of the different noises on the dynamics we further need to evaluate the expectation value of the integral over time of the considered noise, defined as in Eq. (3). The analytic evaluation of this quantity is only feasible in special cases. For the case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process we define
\[ \mathcal{X}_{\text{OU}}(t) = \int_0^t d\tau X_{\text{OU}}(\tau), \] (7)
and exploiting Gaussianity one obtains for the quantity determining the dephasing of the two-level system
\[ D[\mathcal{X}_{\text{OU}}(t)] = |E[\exp(-2i\omega_0 X_{\text{OU}}(t))]| \]
\[ = \exp\left(-\frac{\omega_0^2 \sigma^2}{\gamma^2}(2\gamma^2 t - 3e^{-2\gamma t} + 4e^{-\gamma t})\right). \] (8)

where \( \gamma \) and \( \sigma \) denote, respectively, the friction and the diffusion coefficient of the process.

For the case of random telegraph noise, defining on the same footing
\[ \mathcal{X}_{\text{RTN}}(t) = \int_0^t d\tau X_{\text{RTN}}(\tau), \] (9)
one can show that the dephasing factor takes the form [23]
\[ D[\mathcal{X}_{\text{RTN}}(t)] = |E[\exp(-2i\omega_0 X_{\text{RTN}}(t))]| \]
\[ = e^{-\gamma t}\left|\cosh(\nu t) + \frac{\gamma}{\nu} \sinh(\nu t)\right|. \] (10)
in the present framework the relationship between spectral properties of the noise and features of the quantum dynamics. For both Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and random telegraph noise the spectrum has a Lorentzian shape centered on zero, corresponding to the exponential decay of the two-time correlation function. The correlation function of the process \( Y(t) \) takes instead the form
\[ \mathbb{E}[Y(t)Y(s)] = \left(\frac{\sigma^2}{\gamma - \nu^2}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\nu}{2}\left(e^{-\nu|s-t|} - e^{-\nu|s+t|}\right) + \frac{\nu}{2}\left(e^{\nu|s|} - e^{\nu|s+t|}\right) + \frac{\gamma^2}{\nu}\left(e^{-\nu|s-t|} + e^{-\nu|s+t|} - e^{\nu|s|} - e^{\nu|s+t|}\right)\right). \] (11)

\[ \sigma^2 = \frac{\omega_0^2}{2 \pi (\gamma^2 + \omega^2)(\kappa^2 + \omega^2)} \] (13)
featuring a double-peak structure and a dip at small frequencies. The same feature is shared by the spectrum of the process \( Z(t) \) arising as a solution of Eq. (6), which can be evaluated numerically and is shown in Fig. 1.

Despite the nontrivial structure of the power spectrum, as follows from Eq. (11) the trace distance still exhibits
FIG. 1. Spectrum of the process $Z(t)$ obtained by the numerical evaluation of the stochastic differential equation (6) for the case $\mu = 0.5$ (solid red line) and $\mu = 1$ (dashed blue line). The coefficient $\gamma$ characterizing the RTN is set to 0.5.

a monotonically decaying behavior, reflecting a Markovian dynamics, for the $Y(t)$ process, while oscillations may be present for the $Z(t)$ process. It therefore appears that in this context the correlation function of the classical process and the associated power spectrum does not embody the relevant information in characterizing the memory properties of the quantum dynamics.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

The effect of a classical noise on a quantum dephasing dynamics can be experimentally investigated in a quantum optics setup. To this aim we encode the quantum degrees of freedom in the polarization state of photons and let the noise affect the phase information. Efficiently generating and averaging over the different realizations of the noise provides the major obstacle in order to experimentally study the effect of classical disturbance on a quantum dynamics. This difficulty can be overcome by exploiting a recently realized all-optical quantum simulator [26]. This apparatus allows us to obtain many realizations of the considered stochastic process in parallel and directly averages over them at the detection stage. While details of the experimental setup have been given in Refs. [4,26], we will here provide the logical scheme of the apparatus, represented in Fig. 2. The core of the apparatus is a spatial light modulator (SLM) placed in the Fourier plane between the two lenses L1 and L2 of the 4F system. The SLM is a one-dimensional (1D) liquid crystal mask (640 pixels, 100 $\mu$m/pixel) used to introduce a different phase (externally controlled by the computer) to each pixel, implementing the simulation of the dynamical map. This device thus imprints different phases depending on the position and on the polarization state of the incoming photon. In the experimental device photons are generated by parametric down-conversion and a suitable grating provides a spatial separation of the different frequency components. The SLM acts differently on the different spectral components, thanks to their spatial separation, and thus allows us to encode
FIG. 4. Behavior of the quantum non-Markovianity quantifier $D$ defined in Eq. (4) for the case of classical Markovian processes. In panel (a) we consider the Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process $X_{OU}$ with $\gamma = 0.1$ and $\sigma = 0.63$. In panel (b) we consider the non-Gaussian but still Markovian random telegraph noise process $X_{RTN}$ with $\gamma = 0.1$. Blue dots represent the experimental data and the red line is the analytic solution. The green dashed line is the average of 100 simulated curves, each obtained with 100 realizations of the noise. The dashed areas correspond to the $1\sigma$ (darker) and $2\sigma$ (lighter) intervals around the averaged coherence and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the sampled curves. In the first case (a) the quantum dynamics exhibits a Markovian behavior, corresponding to a monotonic decrease of coherence, while for the RTN (b) the resulting quantum dynamics is non-Markovian. Time is measured in inverse units of the rate appearing in the stochastic differential equation obeyed by the process considered.

FIG. 5. Same non-Markovianity quantifier $D$ shown in Fig. 4 for the case of classical non-Markovian processes. In panel (a) we consider the Gaussian but non-Markovian processes $Y(t)$ with $k = 1$. In panel (b) we consider the non-Gaussian and non-Markovian process $Z(t)$ with $\mu = 1$. In panel (c) we consider the same process $Z(t)$ with $\mu = 0.5$. In the first two panels the quantum dynamics exhibits a Markovian behavior, corresponding to a monotonic decrease of coherence, at variance with the classical property. In the last panel, instead, one also has quantum revivals corresponding to a non-Markovian behavior. As in Fig. 4, the blue dots represent the experimental data and the red line represents the analytic solution, when it exists. The green dashed line is the averaged non-Markovianity and the shaded areas correspond to $1\sigma$ and $2\sigma$ regions around the mean value. Time is measured in inverse units of the rate appearing in the stochastic differential equation obeyed by the considered process.
(which corresponds to 100 realizations in parallel with the noise).

As shown in the logical scheme of Fig. 3, this simple experimental setting nicely reproduces the framework considered in Ref. [15]; namely, the description of the overall reduced dynamics arising as a mixture of Markovian dynamics. In the present case in particular, the system dynamics which get mixed are given by unitary maps $U_{\xi(t)}$, each characterized by a single realization of the stochastic process. In the experimental realization of the scheme it clearly appears how non-Markovianity arises because of the presence of degrees of freedom dynamically coupled to the observed ones and later averaged over.

V. EFFECT OF NOISE ON THE QUANTUM DYNAMICS

We here report about the experimental results for the realizations of the different kind of noise considered in Sec. III, using the apparatus described in Sec. IV. To generate the different noises we numerically solved the stochastic differential equations considered in Sec. III. The obtained values have been passed over to the SLM so as to affect the phase of the photons according to the dynamics given by Eq. (1).

The values obtained in correspondence with the different realizations have been encoded in different regions of the SLM, thus allowing for an easy implementation of the average realizations have been encoded in different regions of the quantum signature. Note that both processes have a power spectrum of the form (13). While both processes are classically Markovian, only Ornstein-Uhlenbeck is Gaussian. The theoretical and numerical prescriptions are in very good agreement with the experimental data (see also the shaded regions in Fig. 5).

We further consider two nonstandard classical processes obtained as a solution of the stochastic differential equations (5) and (6). The process $Y(t)$ is Gaussian but classically non-Markovian. Despite these properties and the nontrivial power spectrum given by Eq. (13), as shown in Fig. 5 the quantity $D(|Y(t)|)$ is monotonically decreasing in time. Again the experimental points are in agreement with the analytical estimate (11). In the case of $D(|Z(t)|)$, there exist values for the parameters that make revivals of the trace distance appear. We highlight again that the structured spectrum of both the $Y(t)$ and $Z(t)$ processes cannot be directly connected to memory effects. For such non-Gaussian processes the experimental results are compared with the results obtained via a numerical simulation of the process, further allowing us to obtain its power spectrum shown in Fig. 1. Again the classical non-Markovianity of the process is not reflected in the quantum signature.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We address the quantum non-Markovianity of a single-qubit dephasing map in terms of the Markovianity of the stochastic process generating the noise. In particular, we considered four random processes with different Gaussianity and Markovianity traits. We showed that the Markovianity of the classical stochastic process does not affect the information backflow to the system, i.e., classical lack of Markovianity is not directly related to memory effects. However, we showed evidence that the non-Gaussianity of the noise can be related with oscillations of the trace distance.
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